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INl'RCDUCTICN 

The Whip (20 claims)andSaw(8 ol.aims)groups arm about 

16 miles eouthwest of Frinoeton. The two group8 form a solid blook 

(4 x 7) of claim on the north side of Whipsaw Creek, near itr head. 

They zero lcaated in 1959 during the aouree of geoLogical exploration 

along the aouthwert margin of the Mioola (Upper Triasaio) Oroup rookr, 

am it 5.0 indicated on Map 888A of the Geological Survey of Canada. 

Routine gaochesioal aampllng revealed an abnormal aontent 

of copper in the creek siltr of what in now called the Whip8aw pro- 

pel-W. This, together with the fact that 
CT3 
Pb-Zn-Au-Ag mimral.i%ation 

bad long been known in the vicinity, w-am oonsidered suffioient justi- 

fioat+ion to locate 28 alairr. 

During Cotober, 1959 a grid was out for the purpose of doing 

a geophysical murvay and geochsloicel sampling of the soils. This work 

MS oarriwl out in June, 1960. 

The writer icr rrspcmibls for locating the olati, and the 

geologioal and geocher&a.I work done on the property. tie is also 

responsible for thr organization and supervirion of avary phase of 

the asmmmmt work. 

McPhar Cbophysics United performed the geophysioal work. 

The whip and Saw groupm are in dense forest. The lack of 

geological knowledge oi the property doe8 not reflect the effort, for 

b&oak is expand on leas than one per cent of the proparty. Mwh of 

what inform&ion ia known has ooma from a study of float that appeara 
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to be close to its source. 

Outcrops of Eagle granodiorita are found on the western- 

most clalnm* An examination of thin rouk ou and to the went of thee. 

claim Indicates that the Eagle is a atrongly @xeissicr roak, and it8 

geuezal appearance suggoste that this rook ir not an intrusive but a 

paragneisr, formed by grauitization of pm-&sting rwk8. 

Accordhg to Memoi? 2f+3 (p.12) of the th#ologioal SurVap of 

Canada, the Whip and Saw group8 should be largely in "a ame or learn 

continuous belt of mixed, fintgra3ned tuf'fe and argillamous roake 

(that) extends southeast from north of Tulamem River to Whipsaw 

Crwk.. . . . . .*. Elseuhere these Nicola rook8 are described am 

"aheared into chlorite and seriaite mN&sw. 

Undoubted Nieola rooks, mainly ehloritcactinolite whiattl, 

wara found in m&l outcrop6 on several of the eaeternmost claizz, 

namely Saw No. 3, Saw No. 7, Piok No. 1 and Piok No. 3. Volcanio 

brecaia IRIS found in two outcrops, on Saw No. 3 and Sav No. 7 alaims. 

Betweeu the Fagle grauodiorite of the weztermost claim8 

and the undoubted Nlcola rooks of the eae&mnmoet claims, there is a 

general paucrity of outerop. On the folAwing claim, however- Pick 

No. 2, Axa No. 1, Saw No. 8, Whip No. 7, Saw No. 6 and Whip NO. 5 - 

there ar? several outaropo and conriderable float of quartz-feldspar 

WFphyry. Miloations are that this rook typa underlior, amoh of the 

groundcweredbythe aforamentioned cl&me. Thenatureaud fowof 

the quartz-feldspar porphyry is unkuoun but the uriter considers the 

posribllity that the porphyry laay be eseentially a sill-like manor be 

tween the Eagle and the Niaola, such 81) is found in the old Indepmdence 

campnorthwwt of Tulaueau. 
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Bedding and zohiatoeity in the Nieole group rocks end 

gneiesoaity in the Eaglo granodiorite conform, all trending west of 

north and dipping vestnard at angles of 50 degrees and ILDre. 

Fine dfasei&mtrd pyrite is fair4 uoznsun in both the 

Niaola roake and the porphyry, particularly the latter. Economic 

xLneraU.zation is not evident at the curfaoe of the clalzm and, ware 

it not for the abnormal aoppsr content found in the crock eiltm of 

the property, the cl&me would not have been staked. During the 

geological work, the writer found minute amounts of copper in the 

Nicola rocks and in the porphyry, ae well. as mgnetita I.8 the Eagle 

grenodiorite. 
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3ly . . 
CF~HEWISTRP (see Map 2) 

Soil sampler were take at the stations on the geophysical 

grid and tested for copper content by the rubwlo acid &hod out- 

linedbby Warren and DdLapault(We6tern Hiner & OilReview, Janucrry 

1959, pp. 3rC - 36). The purpose of this work wao a cheak on the creek 

silt aample beSaU60 the 60urce of the silt and, more partietiar~, 

the abnorml. copper content in the silt, could be ml3.06 from the pro- 

perty. In undertakingthe soil eurvey, it ~66 reallsed fullythatthe 

6oi.l did not nece6saril.y ropreeent the underlying bedrock. 

The sampls6 ware obtained by digging hole6 beneath the layer 

of organic litter and obtaining material from the A1 hori6on. The 

sampler were plaaed In pla6tio bag6 and later treated in dupliaate by 

the promdure outlimd in the aforementiowd method. 

The results of the 6am$&ing tidieate 6impls that 60~6 of the 

6oil doea Indeed oontain mre oopper than the 6baakground" amount, a6 do 

the silts of the property - when COrnpared to the numerou6 6661p1ee take 

from 6trea6m in the general vicinity of the property, It 16 considered 

that the remlta of this work could only be used in conjunction with 

the geophysioal re6u.%s 66 far a6 determining target6 for dimond 

/’ ,.,., ,&&,i,..- , 



McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED 
REPORT ON THE GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

OF THE WHIPSAW PROPERTY, BRITISH COLUMBIA 

FOR 

TEXAS GULF SULPHUR CO., LTD. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Following the arrangements made with Dr. Waiter Holyk 

of Texas Gulf Sulphur Company, Limited, we have carried out an Induced 

Polarization - Resistivity survey on the Company’s Whipsaw property 

near Princeton, B. C. A portion of the property was also covered by an 

electromagnetic survey using a McPhar REM unit. 

The purpose of the work was to locab the source of a 

strong geochemical anomaly outlined by the Company’s exploration 

staff. Field work was carried out during June, 1960. 

2. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 

A sketch of the grid is shown in Figure Yl at 1” z 1000’ 

and the Induced Polarization and Resistivity results are shown on the 

accompanying data plots as follows. 

Line A ZOO’ spreads 

Line B 200’ spreads 

Line C 200’ spreads 

Line D 200’ spreads 

Line E 200’ spreads 

Line F 200’ spreads 

Dwg. IP 2741-1 

Dwg. IP 2741-2 

Dwg. IP 2741-3 

Dwg. IP 2741-4 

Dwg. IP 2741-5 

Dwg. IP 2741-6 



The i:kctromagnatic ourvey results, are presented on 

Dug. #ki;-2740 at a EC& of 1" s 200'. 

3. RISCUSSION OF KGSULTS 

A. INDUCXD POLARIZATION SURVGY 

The IP survey was carried out on c&s seat-weat line6 

rpaced at lb00 foot intervals, u8ing 200 foot dip&e end frequencies 

of l/4 and 2-l/2 cps. The realto show three sonss of anomalour 

Metal Factor8 a rtrong so110 in the southwest part of the property, a 

weaker cone in the, 4outh eantral rector, and a broad 40~14 or eerier 

of ~~nee in the north ssctor of the grid. (See Figure #l). All three 

epptsar to extend bayond the limits of the surveyed area. The rerult6 

from each line are discussed below. 

There ie a strong anomaly centereel at 22 Vi - 24 W on 

tlds line with weaker utanrions to 18 W - 20 W end to at lout am far 

walltam 28 w - 30 W. The rurvay did not extand far enough west to 

aetnblieh the western edge of the eon*. The feature appeers to be 

shallow and ateeply dipping. In addition, thare ie e waalar and deeper 

lnomely centered at about station 10 W. 

LLnaB 

The rerultr from Lina B are rimilar to those from Line A. 



The main wne lr centered at 26 W - 28 W, but in qprechbly deqar; 

ae OR Line A the wrrt edge bar not been located and the aaot edge doeo 

not appur to be rharp, There is e weak anomaly at intermediate depth 

celltared at 10 w - 12 We, 6imihr to the one an Line A. 

There ie an abrupt change in both the M. F. 8nd remiativity 

between station6 10 W and 8 W , with higher rssirtivities and lower M, F. 

to the sart. This probably reflect@ a change of reck type. The section 

wwt of at&on 10 W may be ail weakly anomalour with the two etrenger 

5ona6 aa indicated nbovs. 

The data from Line C show a narrow moderate anomaly 

at intrrm~ate depth centered at 32 W - 34 W. This probably corre- 

latoe with tha weetarn anomeliee on Lfner k and B, but is l xrmiler and 

WWh?. The eutern anomaly on Lin%r A and B doe@ not extend thie 

fer klortk 

Line, D 

There iv a shallow anomaly of moderate rtrength near the 

east end of this line. While the pattern ia not complete, the feature 

appears te be centwcrd near #t&on 0 or between 0 end 2 W, This 

anomaly does not correlate with thone obtained on the linm farther ooutla, 

nor is there any indication of the southern tsone nn the weItem part of 

Line D. However, ths line may not extend far enough to the west to pick 

up the cxtenrion of the gone on Line C. 



Anomalous Metal Factors were obtained over the entire 

length of this line. It I6 not clsar whether thts representm a oingle 

broad aone, a narrow zone parallel to the line, PI? a multiplidty of 

aoneai crossing thr line. Since the other lines show the presence of 

several relatively shallow, marrow, steeply dipping featarar and the 

pattern on Line E can be resolved into three more-or-less distbtct 

anomallas of this type, the third explanation appears to be the moat 

Uhely. On this basis, we have shown an anomaly centered at 30 W, 

a second one at about 15 VU’ and a third sane near 3 IV. There is some 

ambiguity concerning the location of the third anomaly, and it would 

be nacesaary to wttslnd the line farther east to complete the pattern. 

Line F war only partially surveyed owing to equipment 

diffieultise. Aimoet all of tha observed Metal Factore are anomalous 

and whila the patterns are incomplete, there fe a 8uggsrtion of two 

clouely apacod anomalfas as indicated on the data plot. This 

intsrpr8taHon is tentative only. 

B. ELrZCTROMAGNETtC SURVEY 

Three lines in the aouthsrn part of qthhe grid were @urvsy4d 

with an K5M unit using the broadside method (1. ar. receiver and 

transmitter moved simultaneously along parallsl liner) in order to check 

the strongcH IP indication obtained on Line A. The results indicatsd 



two sonee of poor to fair conductivity trending tn a north-wusrterly 

direction. 

Zone A doee not appeu to correlate with the IP anomaly, 

but Zone B coincide6 with the main IF zone on Line A. Lvidantly the 

atnductor doer not extend as fer as Line 4 S. Th,sra are eleo weak 

indkatiom naar rtation 15 W on Lines 4 S and 4 Is‘, but thaeo da not 

correlate with any ,of the IF anomaliae. 

4. SUMMARY AND Rb:COMMZNDATXO’NS 

Anomaioue indication0 were obtainprd on each of the six 

liner covued by the IF eurvey. Theea indicatiorm appear to correlate 

into #roe oonos~ a atronp sh8llow anomaly in the aouthwa~t *ection, a 

weak anomaly at intermediate depth in the south central section, and a 

broad MPO or’series of closely spaced eoaes in t:he north part of the 

grid. The limited electromagnetic ouvey indicated a zone of anomalour 

conductivity coincident with the principal IP anomely on Line A, although 

the two featnroe appeu to have divugent trandn. 

Additional IP work is required to verify the continuity of 

the anomalies between the widely spaced linee, to trace the wtenrions 

of the ;IOWB and to resolve the complex rerultr on Line@ It; and F. Since 

this would involve at least two to thrao weeks’ work, it might be advisable 

to invaetigate the main anomalies by drilling fire% to detrrmiuns whether 

or not they are relatsd to minaralbation of economic intorest. 



McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED 

Robert A. Bell, 
Geologist. 

Philip G. Hallof, - 
Geophysicist. 

Dated : July 11, 1960 



McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED 

GENERA~L NOTES ON THE McPHAR ELECTROMAGNETIC METHOD 

Electromagnetic measurements are made in terms of “dip angles” 

and are recorded in degrees. The dip angles measure the amount of dis- 

tortion of the primary (applied) electromagnetic field caused by secondary 

fields associated with currents induced in sub-surface electrical conductors. 

These angles are plotted in degrees on the accompanying maps either beneath 

or to the right of the station from which each observation was taken. Where 

a minus sign precedes a number, the angle of dip is to the west or south; the 

absence of a sign preceding a number indicates an easterly or northerly dip 

angle. 

Transmitting coil locations are termed “setups”; each one being 

marked on the maps with a triangle and bearing a code number. Several 

lines are traversed with the receiving coil when the transmitting coil is at 

any one location; the readings on these lines are related to the corresponding 

setup by the code at the end of each series of readings. 

“Conductor-axes” are marked on the maps according to the legend. 

They are, in general, vertical projections to the surface of the upper ex- 

tremities of electrically-conductive bodies. 

Electromagnetic anomalies can result from sulphide mineralization, 

graphitic schists, carbonaceous sediments and, on occasion, fault zones. 

Apropos of this it is to be noted that disseminated sulphide mineralization 

consisting entirely of discrete particles is not a conductor at the normal 

frequencies used for practical geophysical exploration. Consequently, 



exploration of a property subsequent to an electromagnetic survey 

should be based not only on the indicated electromagnetic anomalies, 

but should take into account all the geologic and physiographic data 

that can be obtained. 
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McPHAR GEOPHYSK% LIMITED 

NOTES 0N THE THEORY OF INDUCED POLARIZATION 

AND THE METHOD OF FIELD OPERA,TION 

Induced Polarization as a geophysical measurement refers to 

the blocking action or polarization or metallic or electronic conductors 

in a medium of ionic solution conduction. 

Eventually, there is enough polarization in the form of excess ions at ~the 

This electro-chemical phenomenon occurs wherever electrical 

current is passed through an area which contains metallic minerals such 

as base metal sulphides. Normally, when current is passed through the 

ground, as in resistivity measurements, all of the conduction takes place 

through ions present in the water content of the rock, or soil, i. e. by 

ionic conduction. This is because almost all minerals have a much higher 

specific resistivity than ground water. The group of minerals commonly 

described as “metallic’; however, have specific resistivities much lower 

than ground waters. The induced polarization effect takes place at those 

interfaces where the mode of conduction changes from ionic in the solutions 

filling the interstices of the rock to electronic in the metallic minerals 

present in the rock. 

The blocking action or induced polarization mentioned above, which 

depends upon the chemical energies necessary to allow the ions to give up 

or receive electrons from the metallic surface, increases with the time 

that a d. c. current is allowed to flow through the rock, i. e. as ions pile 

up against the metallic interface the resistance to current flow increases. 
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interfaces to effectively stop all current flow through the metallic particle. 

This polarization takes place at each of the infinite number of solution- 

metal interfaces in a mineralized rock. 

When the d. c. voltage used to create this d. c. current flow is 

cut off, the Coulomb forces between the charged ions forming the 

polarization cause them to return to their normal position. This movement 

of charge creates a small current flow which can be measured on the 

surface of the ground as a decaying potential difference. 

From an alternate viewpoint it can be seen that if the direction of 

the current through the system is reversed repeatedly before the polar- 

ization occurs, the effective resistivity of the system as a whole will change 

as the frequency Of the switching is changed. This is a consequence of the 

fact that the amount of current flowing through each metallic interface 

depends upon the length of time that current has been passing through it 

in one direction. 

The values of the “metal factor” or I’M. F. I’ are a measure of the 

amount of polarization present in the rock mass being surveyed. This 

parameter has been found to be very successful in mapping areas of sulphide 

mineralization, even those in which all other geophysical methods have 

been unsuccessful. The induced polarization measurement is more 

sensitive to sulphide content than other electrical measurements because 

it is much more dependent upon the sulphide content. As the sulphide 

content of a rock is increased, the “metal factor” of the rock increases 

much more rapidly than the resistivity decreases. 
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For example, in one of the large porphyry copper pits, the 

resistivity contrast between the protore and the enriched zone was found 

to be only 180/18 or IO/l. The contrast in metal factor in the same pit 

was found to be 20/10,000. There was less than 1% sulphides in the protore 

and 5-970 sulphides in the enriched zones. As the sulphide content is 

increased the metal factor increases until for massive sulphides the 

values apparently are measured in hundreds of thousands. 

Because of this increased sensitivity it is possible to locate and 

outline zones of less than 10% sulphides that can’t be located by E. M. Methods. 

The method has been successful in locating the disseminated “porphyry 

copper” type mineralization in the Southwestern United States. 

Measurements and experiments also indicate that it should be 

possible to locate most massive sulphide bodies at a greater depth with 

induced polarization than with E. M. 

Since there is no I. P. effect from any conductor unless it is 

metallic, the method is useful in checking E. M. anomalies that are 

suspected of being due to water filled shear zones or other ionic conductors. 

There is also no effect from conductive overburden, which frequently 

confuses E. M. results. It would appear from scale model experiments and 

calculations that the apparent metal factors measured over a mineralized 

zone are larger if the material overlying the zone is of low resistivity. 

Apropos of this, it should be stated that the induced polarization 

measurements indicate the total amount of metallic constituents in the rock. 

Thus all of the metallic minerals in the rock, such as pyrite, as well as 



the ore minerals chalcopyrite, chalcocite, galena, etc. are responsible 

for the induced polarization effect. Some oxides such as magnetite, 

pyrolusite, chromite and some forms of hematite also conduct by electrons 

and are metallic. All of the metallic minerals in the rock will contribute 

to the induced polarization effect measured on the surface. 

In the field procedure, measurements on the surface are made 

in a way that allows the effects of lateral changes in the properties of the 

rocks to be separated from the effects of vertical changes in the properties. 

Current is applied to the ground at one point, the sender location, and 

voltage difference measurements are made at several other spots, the 

receiver locations. The sender location is then changed and the procedure 

is repeated. The value of apparent resistivity and apparent metal factor 

for any given pair of sender and receiver locations is plotted on the map 

at the intersection of grid lines, one from the sender location and one from 

the receiver location. The resistivity values are plotted above the line and 

the metal factor values below the line. The lateral displacement of a given 

value is determined by the location along the survey line of the centre point 

between the sender and receiver locations. The distance of the value from 

the line is determined by the separation between the sender and receiver that 

gave that particular value. 

The separation between sender and receiver is only one factor 

which determines the depth to which the ground is being sampled in any 

particular measurement. These plots then, when contoured, are not section 

maps of the electrical properties of the ground under the survey line. 
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The interpretation of the results from any given survey must be carried 

out using the combined experience gained from field, model and theoretical 

investigations. 

In the field procedure, the interval over which the potential 

differences are measured is the same as the interval over which the sender 

is moved after a series of readings has been made. One of the advantages 

of the induced ptilarization method is that the same equipment can be 

used for.both detailed and reconnaissance surveys merely by changing the 

interval over which the transmitter is moved each time. In the past, 

intervals have been used ranging from 100 feet to 1000 feet for the basic 

distance. In each case, the decision as to spread distance is largely 

determined by the expected size of the mineral deposit being sought, the 

size of the expected anomaly and the speed with which it is desired to 

The speed at which measurements can be made along a line is 

directly related to the length of spread used. In some detailed surveys in 

which the area of interest had been outlined by previous drilling and/or 

geology, spreads of 200 feet have been used. In these cases, distances 

ranging from 2500 feet to 3500 feet may be covered in a normal day’s 

operation by one crew. In reconnaissance work using a 1000 foot spread 

distances of 5000 to 8000 feet may be surveyed in one day. 
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ASSESSMENT DETAILS 

PROPERTY: Whipeaw 

SPONSORt Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. , Ltd. 

LOCATION! Princeton, B. C. 

TYPE OF SURVEY: Induced Polarization 

OPERATING MAN DAYS: 20 

EQUIVALZNT 8 HR. MAN DAYS: 30 

CONSULTING MAN DAYS: 2-l/2 

DRAUGHTING MAN DAYS: 2 

TOTAL MAN DAYS: 34-l 12 

CONSULTANTS: 

MINING DIVISION: Simillcameen 

PROVINCE: Britieh Columbia 

DATE STARTED: June 15, 1960 

DATE FINISHED8 June 24, 1960 

NUMBER OF STATIONS: 139 

MIL~Z~ OF LINE SURV&YED: 2.7 

Rotar: h. Brll, I2 Cottonwood, Don Mills, Ontario 
Philip G. Hallof, 5 Minorca Place, Don lvlillr, Ont8rio 

FIELD TZCHNICIANS: 

P. Beuden, c/o Foraat RanSort’s School, Doreet, Ontario 
S. Kriknnnich, 139 Bond Avenue, Don Mills, Ontario 

F. R. Peer, 38 Torrens Avenue, Toronto 6, Ontario 
R. MacKewie, 55 Shannon Drive, Scarboroqb, Ontario 

McPHAR GmPHYSICS LIMITED 

Dated: July 11, 1960 
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ASSESSMENT DETAILS 

PROPERTY: Whipsaw 

SPONSOR: Texas Gulf Sulphur Co, n Ltd. 

LOCATION: Princeton, B. C. 

TYPE OF SURVEY: Electromagnetic 

OPERATING MAN DAYS: 2 

EQUIVALENT 8 HR. MAN DAYS; 3 

CONSULTING MAN DAYS: 0.5 

DRAUGHTING MAN DAYS: 0.5 

TOTAL MAN DAYS: 4 

CONSULTANTS: 

MINING ,DIVISION: Simllkamaen 

PROVINCE: British Columbia 

DATE START&D: June 25, 1960 

DATE FINISI-MD: June 25, 1960 

NUMBXR OF STATIONS: 60 

MILES OF LINE SURVEYED; 1.08 

Robert A, Bell, 12 Cottonwood, Don Mills, Ontario 
Philip G. Hallof, 5 Minorca Place, Don Milk, Ontario 

FIELD TECHNICIANS: 

P. Baudea, c/o Forest Ranger’8 School, Dorsat, Ontario 
S. Kricmanich, 139 Bond Avenue, Don Milla, Ontario 

DRAUGHTSMEN: 

F. R. Peer, 38 Tonens Avenue, Toronto 6, Ontario 
R. MacKenzie, 55 Shannon Drive, Scarhoroug?l, Ontario 

McPHAR GfSOPHY~ICS LIMITED 

Dated: July 11, 1960 

A. W. Mullen, 
P--,-d-. 
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W 
McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED ,,,.-,*“‘7\ 

PHONE: TORONTO 

HICKORY 4-4451 
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STATEMI”H11 OF COSTS 

G8010uidoal Work 

U. R. Bacon, P. Fag., 7 days W $35.00 

GaochrmLaal Work 

W. H. Bacon, P. Fng., 6 days 43 $35.00 220.00 
S. Turner, Gsologlaal Student, 6 days 8 $13.00 78.00 

Grid Layvut 

W. R. Bacon, P. Wg., 5 days @ $35.00 
A. claussen, Surveyor, 8 days a #25.GO 
E. Wlen,Chainmn, St dam @ 023.00 
R. ml+ km, 74 days @ Q9.00 

Helpers (for gsophy#iaal and geochemlcal work) 

A. Pretico, U+ days 0 $16.00 
R. North, l/+ days i? a6.00 

&~ophysic~ Work 

W. R. Bmon, P. Rng., 12 days B $35.00 
HcPhar invoiao 

Total Cost8, Whip Greup 

Total Costa, Saw Group 

245.00 

175.00 
200.00 
212.75 
137.75 

b20.05 
1.700.00 

t 3dJ26.50 

II 2,678.55 






















